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Specification of Competency 
Standards of ICT Industry

This Quick Guide aims to facilitate readers in the application of Specification 
of Competency Standards (SCS)  developed by the Information and 
Communications Technology Industry Training Advisory Committee (ICT ITAC) 
under the Qualifications Framework (QF) set up by the Education Bureau of Hong 
Kong SAR Government.

The SCS represents a comprehensive set of competency requirements and 
standards required of the ICT industry at various levels in various functional areas, 
expressed in form of units of competency (UoCs).  In addition to the competencies 
required to perform a task, each UoC describes the situation that the UoC was 
based, a level to indicate complexity (from 1 the lowest to 7 the highest) according 
to the Generic Level Descriptor (GLD), the assessment criteria to demonstrate 
attainment of required outcome, and more.  This Quick Guide lists by functional 
areas the UoCs in two sets of SCS about software and communications services in 
ICT.  Details of the UoCs are available in the full versions of SCS.

SCS is of wide application. For example, it can be referenced by individuals in 
planning for personal development, by education and training bodies in designing 
programmes, by management in drawing up job descriptions and other human 
resources functions, or by professional bodies in benchmarking or for certification 
purposes.  Students may also review the industry background and the various 
functional areas of ICT industry in the SCS in planning for further studies or future 
careers.

“SCS-based Courses” - courses developed with reference to SCS in accordance 
with the Qualifications Guidelines (QG) and accredited under QF- are eligible to 
apply for inclusion in Continuing Education Fund (CEF).  They are listed in the 
Qualifications Register (www.hkqr.gov.hk) together with other accredited courses for 
free public access, and are recognised by QF.

You may visit the QF website www.hkqf.gov.hk for details on QF, GLD, QG, SCS-
based Courses, and full versions of SCS.  Sample progression pathways in the ICT 
industry are also available in the ICT industry pages on the QF website.

For further information, please contact Qualifications Framework Secretariat.
Website: www.hkqf.gov.hk Tel: 2836-1700
Email: hkqf@edb.gov.hk Fax: 3106-2035
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Units of Competency distribution for Software 
Products and Software Services branch
軟件產品及軟件服務門類能力單元分布表

Functional Area
職能範疇

Level of Competency
能力級別 Total

總計
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Strategic 
Management
策略管理

-- -- -- -- 8 13 -- 21

Project 
Management
項目管理

-- -- -- 6 26 22 -- 54

Architecture
軟件架構

-- -- -- 2 21 23 -- 46

Information Security
資訊保安

-- -- -- 6 24 17 -- 47

Design, 
Development, and 
Maintenance
設計、開發與維修

-- -- -- 7 11 13 -- 31

Operation and 
Support
營運與支援

-- 1 8 16 23 11 -- 59

Quality Assurance
質素保證

-- -- -- 2 6 2 -- 10

Generic Skills
通用技能

-- -- -- 4 22 24 1 51

Total
總計

0 1 8 43 141 125 1 319

* Full versions of Specification of Competency Standards in Chinese and English can be 
downloaded at QF website www.hkqf.gov.hk.

* 中文、英文版的《能力標準說明》全文可於資歷架構網頁站www.hkqf.gov.hk下載。
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Summary of Units of Competency 
by functional areas 

Units of Competency (UoCs) in Strategic Management

UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Monitor the IT governance process
ITSWSM501A  (Level 5)

To execute, monitor and review the IT governance processes for continual 
improvements.

Formulate IT business models
ITSWSM502A  (Level 5)

To understand the information and technology needs of the organisation, and 
formulate a suitable IT business model for the organisation.

Formulate IT plans
ITSWSM503A (Level 5)

To formulate detailed IT business plans for the benefits of the organisation.

Prepare a budget based on the IT plan
ITSWSM504A  (Level 5)

To prepare a coherent budget plan according to IT business models and IT 
plans of the organisation.

Manage contingency situations
ITSWSM505A  (Level 5)

To test that a contingency plan is effective; train staff to carry out the pre-
set contingency plan properly; make accurate assessment to activate the 
contingency plan, and ensure the system is transitioned back to normal after 
disaster recovery has been completed.

Collect and distribute disseminate 
information
ITSWSM506A  (Level 5)

To make use of ICT to collect, collate, assess, and disseminate information for 
effective and efficient communication and distribution of information within an 
organisation.

Manage information life cycle
ITSWSM507A  (Level 5)

To utilize the information lifecycle model to manage business information in a 
cost effective way and seek improvements in operational efficiency while at the 
same time meets external audit or regulatory requirements.

Manage product/services brand 
through the use of IT
ITSWSM508A  (Level 5)

To properly manage the brand of the product/services provided by the 
company, and properly respond to and interact with the needs of the market 
through appropriate use of IT.

Formulate vision and mission 
statements
ITSWSM601A  (Level 6)

To formulate the vision and mission statements for the entire organisation 
capturing on the development trends of global economy and ICT to support 
its long-term and strategic objectives with respect to the IT industry and 
envisioned future.

Formulate business strategies and 
policies
ITSWSM602A  (Level 6)

To formulate business strategies and policies for an organisation in alignment 
with its approved vision and mission statements to support its sustainable 
development with appropriate use of IT through Business-IT alignment and 
enablement.

Formulate IT strategies and policies
ITSWSM603A  (Level 6)

To formulate IT strategies and policies for an organisation to support its 
approved business strategies and policies, with profound considerations of 
resources optimization, business alignment, information security and regulatory 
compliance.

Formulate relevant tactical plans based 
on the approved IT strategies and 
policies
ITSWSM604A  (Level 6)

To formulate appropriate tactical plans for an organisation according to its 
vision and mission statements as well as goals; develop concise tactical 
projects in achieving the goals, and provide a detailed connection between 
tactical projects for project management.

Execute, monitor and review the 
approved IT strategies and plans
ITSWSM605A  (Level 6)

To facilitate the resources and execute the tactical action plans in achieving the 
organisation’s mission; develop systematic monitoring and review of the action 
plans, and recommend adjustments of action plans.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the 
execution of the approved IT plans
ITSWSM606A  (Level 6)

To judge the effectiveness of the execution, and suggest ways of improving the 
execution of the action plans to achieve the organisation’s mission and goals.
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UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Establish the IT governance framework 
and process
ITSWSM607A  (Level 6)

To establish and define the IT governance framework and process to support 
the establishment of the Corporate Governance from the IT perspective.

Evaluate and review the execution of 
the approved IT plans
ITSWSM608A  (Level 6)

To effectively execute the approved IT strategies and plans for the IT 
governance framework, and ensure that the IT governance processes are 
continually evaluated and improved.

Develop business continuity plans and 
disaster recovery plans related to IT
ITSWSM609A  (Level 6)

To develop a detailed and effective contingency plan for disaster recovery; 
implement the preventive measures, and list the steps for disaster recovery.

Transform information into business 
knowledge and value
ITSWSM610A  (Level 6)

To transform information into business knowledge and value for reliable and 
informed business decision.

Set policy to control data security and 
privacy
ITSWSM611A  (Level 6)

To produce a policy document addressing the control of data security and 
privacy.

Identify and evaluate information 
technologies that support the objectives 
of an organisation
ITSWSM612A  (Level 6)

To ensure that the information technologies identified and evaluated are the 
most appropriate to support the organisation’s objectives.

Select appropriate information 
technologies for business purposes
ITSWSM613A  (Level 6)

To select the most appropriate information technologies for the specific 
business purposes of an organisation or a client, and make sure that the 
chosen technologies are endorsed by the stakeholders.

Units of Competency (UoCs) in Project Management

UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Prepare the project schedule
ITSWPM401A  (Level 4)

To establish and document a preliminary project management plan with respect 
to the time aspect of the project elements, addressing items such as project 
milestone plans and time critical project commitments and checkpoints.

Execute and manage the project 
schedule
ITSWPM402A  (Level 4)

To effectively execute the baseline project schedule with adaptive solutions to 
meet field changes.

Establish project communications 
documentation requirements
ITSWPM403A  (Level 4)

To establish project report and documentation format, and ensure consistency 
and completeness in the communications documentation.

Perform information distribution
ITSWPM404A  (Level 4)

To enforce the agreed communication plan for the exchange and distribution of 
information and reports, while conducting regular and ad-hoc meetings, during 
the project execution.

Implement project time reporting
ITSWPM405A  (Level 4)

To use different project management information tools effectively to help 
communicate concisely and precisely with clients.

Communicate with stakeholders at 
project checkpoints
ITSWPM406A  (Level 4)

To establish checkpoints for communication, and provide timely reports to 
stakeholders at predefined checkpoints. 

Define project scope
ITSWPM501A  (Level 5)

To conduct scope planning with appropriate documentations, and manage 
scope definition with work breakdown structure.
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UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Execute and manage the project scope
ITSWPM502A  (Level 5)

To establish project baseline for scope, and manage scope implementation with 
respect to deliverable requirements.

Articulate the time and effort 
requirements needed for product-
based planning
ITSWPM503A  (Level 5)

To demonstrate project time management via the use of different tools in 
conjunction with activity based planning for the project.

Monitor, control and update project 
schedule
ITSWPM504A  (Level 5)

To monitor project progress, and exercise adaptive controls to minimize time 
variance.

Conduct project closure with respect to 
time
ITSWPM505A  (Level 5)

To consolidate causes and solution to time variance project closure, and review 
actual time schedule against planned schedule to aid better time management 
in subsequent projects.

Articulate the project costing 
requirements
ITSWPM506A
(Level 5)

To build up a complete Product Breakdown Structure (PBS) for the project, 
and make good estimation of each component in the PBS to minimize future 
discrepancies.

Execute and manage the project cost
ITSWPM507A  (Level 5)

To take effective cost measures during the project time; supply sufficient 
inputs for the project cost monitoring and controlling processes, and provide 
information for a better estimation of other activities and dependencies within 
the project development.

Monitor and control the project cost
ITSWPM508A  (Level 5)

To design an effective monitoring system for the cost incurred during project 
development; take proper control of the expenses involved in the project, and 
maintain the implementation of the standard cost change procedure as well as 
to incorporate the change with all other related control systems.

Manage the execution of a project 
quality management plan
ITSWPM509A  (Level 5)

To conduct quality control and assurance in accordance with the project quality 
management plan; document project quality outcomes for comparison and 
analysis, and identify and implement quality improvements.

Monitor and control the project quality
ITSWPM510A  (Level 5)

To conduct project quality monitoring and control to ensure compliance with 
requirements and relevant standards, and document project quality results.

Define the organisational structure of a 
project
ITSWPM511A  (Level 5)

To identify organisational structure and responsibility assignment processes, 
and define project management team according to an organisation’s guidelines.

Establish organisational plan
ITSWPM512A  (Level 5)

To conduct professional resource estimation and allocation to the project, 
and complete overall organisational planning processes within the context of 
corresponding programme in the organisation.

Establish and develop the project team
ITSWPM513A  (Level 5)

To plan and conduct staff acquisition and team development for the project.

Manage project team
ITSWPM514A  (Level 5)

To conduct continuous monitoring and measurement of the project 
performance, and exercise proactive management and control on identified 
changes during the project lifecycle.

Establish a preliminary project 
communications plan
ITSWPM515A  (Level 5)

To relate organisational communications policies to a target project, and 
develop supporting details for project communications management.

Develop a project communications 
plan
ITSWPM516A  (Level 5)

To set up and confirm the communication and information distribution channels; 
main interface between project team and user team, and reporting frequency.

Conduct project performance reporting
ITSWPM517A  (Level 5)

To monitor and control project performance, and resolve problems through 
effective communication.
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UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Conduct project closure with respect to 
project communications
ITSWPM518A  (Level 5)

To review any communication issue at project closure, and document lesson 
learnt and update communication plan for future adoption.

Execute the risk management and 
response plans
ITSWPM519A  (Level 5)

To execute the baseline risk management and response plans, and manage 
changes in response to risk events. 

Monitor and control the risks of a 
project
ITSWPM520A  (Level 5)

To monitor and control project risks through regular reports and communication 
upon any risk issues.

Conduct solicitation planning
ITSWPM521A  (Level 5)

To develop effective procurement documents for the tender bidders submitting 
bid/quotation, and set up an accurate evaluation process for rating and scoring 
the submitted bids.

Conduct solicitation
ITSWPM522A  (Level 5)

To carry out the solicitation process smoothly, and provide a fair treatment to 
each individual perspective seller with appropriate level of information and 
assistance.

Conduct source selection and/or 
contract development
ITSWPM523A  (Level 5)

To make a fair selection for a successfully bidder, and get consensus and 
understandings on those important terms with the successful bidder for drafting 
the contract.

Award Contract
ITSWPM524A  (Level 5)

To ensure a proper and legally binding contract is signed between both parties, 
and kick off the project in time with appropriate levels of liaison supports.

Conduct contract administration and 
contract monitoring
ITSWPM525A  (Level 5)

To execute the contract administration processes to ensure the contractor’
s performance meets with the requirement stipulated in the contract; manage 
changes in the contracts, and when administrating the contract, be acutely 
aware of the legal implications of actions taken due to the changes.

Conduct contract closeout
ITSWPM526A  (Level 5)

To conduct a formal acceptance and contract closeout procedure as defined 
in the contract, and carry out a structured procurement audit review for 
transferring the experience to other projects.

Perform an initial project feasibility 
study
ITSWPM601A  (Level 6)

To perform a feasibility study and analysis that adequately summarize the 
product/service characteristics, constraints and assumptions, assessment 
of organisational resources required and the technical and non-technical 
requirements.

Prepare a project charter and kick-off 
package as well as information
ITSWPM602A  (Level 6)

To produce project charter and project interfaces that are approved by 
sponsors, and conduct a kick-off meeting before the start of the project.

Prepare an initial project plan
ITSWPM603A  (Level 6)

To produce a project plan in accordance with the adopted project plan 
development methodology, and obtain approval from stakeholders.

Execute the project plan
ITSWPM604A  (Level 6)

To conduct project plan execution in accordance with the project plan 
developed.

Monitor and control project execution
ITSWPM605A  (Level 6)

To monitor and control the execution of project plan in accordance with 
the project plan developed, and manage changes in accordance with the 
organisation’s change request procedure.

Conduct project closure with regard to 
integration
ITSWPM606A  (Level 6)

To conduct project closure in accordance with the adopted project management 
methodology.

Monitor and control the project scope
ITSWPM607A  (Level 6)

To monitor and control project scope in terms of achievement of project scope; 
acceptance by business users, and update of project scope if necessary.

Conduct project closure with regard to 
project scope
ITSWPM608A  (Level 6)

To review the stages in project scope with focus on: scope variance and 
corrective action analysis; lessons learnt, and post-project review.
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UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Develop a project schedule
ITSWPM609A  (Level 6)

To decompose the preliminary project management plan into manageable 
modules and cross check the details for completeness within project boundary, 
and develop a project schedule as the baseline for project execution.

Prepare a preliminary cost model
ITSWPM610A  (Level 6)

To collect accurately those cost implications and budget constraints for a 
proposed project; develop professional cost breakdown, cost benefit analysis 
and business case, and build up an effective and measurable cost model to 
fulfil the project requirements.

Develop the project cost
ITSWPM611A  (Level 6)

To develop an effective resource management plan; build up a cost baseline for 
project, and include a thorough cost management plan for future performance 
measuring.

Conduct cost review upon project 
completion
ITSWPM612A  (Level 6)

To conduct an effective cost review process for the completed project and make 
an appropriate appraisal on the cost consumption, and maintain a good record 
of the cost review on the completed project for the reference of the forthcoming 
projects.

Determine quality policies and define 
quality requirements for a project
ITSWPM613A  (Level 6)

to form a set of quality policies and quality requirements for project quality 
management of an organisation’s project. 

Develop a project quality management 
plan for project execution
ITSWPM614A  (Level 6)

To produce a project quality management plan documenting: quality policies; 
quality performance metrics; quality path for the project environment, and 
quality review and assurance procedure.

Conduct project closure with regard to 
quality
ITSWPM615A  (Level 6)

To conduct project closure with regard to quality management, and document 
lessons learned and the final project quality management results.

Conduct project closure with respect to 
the project team
ITSWPM616A  (Level 6)

To conduct key resources review and documentations, and implement 
transition activities to release resources.

Establish a risk management approach 
and process for a project
ITSWPM617A  (Level 6)

To establish an appropriate approach to project risk management and effective 
process for an organisation’s project.

Develop a risk management plan
ITSWPM618A  (Level 6)

To compile a risk management plan documenting the possible project risks, 
impact and preventive measures, roles and responsibility, change management 
requirements and procedures and budget with the risk factor.

Develop a risk response plan
ITSWPM619A  (Level 6)

To produce a risk response plan documenting risk responses, contingency 
plans, implementation criteria, alternative strategies, insurance coverage 
needs, risk events warranting responses, risk owners, the price of non-
conformance to identified risks, specific risk event strategies.

Conduct project closure with respect to 
project risk management
ITSWPM620A  (Level 6)

To conduct project closure with regard to risk management, and document 
review of project risks and solutions, lessons learned and recommendations of 
improvement based in risk issue reports.

Establish preliminary procurement 
policies and procedures
ITSWPM621A  (Level 6)

To set up criteria for outsourcing project; develop concise procedure guidelines 
for making procurement requests, and provide general legal concerns for 
procurement management.

Conduct project procurement planning
ITSWPM622A  (Level 6)

To develop a procedure management plan describing how the remaining 
procurement processes (from solicitation planning through contract close-out) 
are to be managed, and write a clear, complete and concise statement of work 
as reference during the procurement process management.
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Units of Competency (UoCs) in Architecture

UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Document the abstracted layer design 
of the network architecture
ITSWAR401A  (Level 4)

To properly document the design of a network architecture following the 
organisation’s policies as well as industry standards and practices.

Maintain a library of reusable 
application components
ITSWAR402A  (Level 4)

To maintain and update a common library of reusable application software 
components to be used in future software development and to become part of 
the ICT infrastructure of an organisation for reuse.

Evaluate and select architecture 
design options and related architecture 
artefacts
ITSWAR501A  (Level 5)

To adopt a set of guidelines for evaluating, trading-off and making decisions for 
selecting architecture design options and related architecture artefacts to aid 
the development of IT solutions in an organisation.

Review and make improvements to 
the relevant architecture development 
initiatives
ITSWAR502A  (Level 5)

To review the adopted framework with possible improvements being made 
on the relevant architecture development initiatives including the technology 
components to best suit the needs of the organisation.

Define and develop various 
architecture design building blocks 
(components) for an organisation
ITSWAR503A  (Level 5)

To systematically and objectively define and develop an architecture framework 
for the organisation.

Perform gap analysis of the current 
business architecture against the 
target business architecture
ITSWAR504A  (Level 5)

To identify and analyse the gaps between the baseline and target business 
architectures, and explain the rationale behind the elimination and introduction 
of building blocks for the target business architecture.

Define metrics and methodologies 
to measure business performance of 
applying new technologies
ITSWAR505A  (Level 5)

To perform the cost-benefit analysis of adopting new technologies to the 
business architecture; continuously monitor the business performance of using 
the existing technologies, and continuously seek improvement on business 
performance via new technologies.

Promote and explain the new business 
architecture to stakeholders in an 
organisation
ITSWAR506A  (Level 5)

To communicate the new business architecture to the stakeholders; facilitate 
stakeholders to review and provide feedback on the new business architecture, 
and educate stakeholders on the new business architecture.

Model technology architecture
ITSWAR507A  (Level 5)

To develop and document a technology architecture model using a building 
block approach that integrates the various viewpoints with the use of 
appropriate tools and techniques.

Define metrics to ensure that a 
technology architecture meets the 
business goals
ITSWAR508A  (Level 5)

To validate that the business goals and other objectives of implementing the 
technology architecture are met.

Define, review and validate network 
architecture principles
ITSWAR509A  (Level 5)

To develop a set of network technology architecture principles for the network 
resources of an organisation to meet its business and application objectives 
based on geographic and physical constraints.

Develop a network technology 
architecture model
ITSWAR510A  (Level 5)

To develop a network technology architecture model that addresses the 
business requirements based on the stakeholder needs.

Perform gap analysis of the current 
network architecture against the 
business requirements
ITSWAR511A  (Level 5)

To perform gap analysis of the current baseline against the relevant business 
requirements so as to identify those building blocks that are needed to be 
developed in the target network architecture and/or to be removed from the 
current baseline, subject to stakeholder’s needs.
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UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Design and construction of network 
architecture
ITSWAR512A  (Level 5)

To apply appropriate standards in the design and construction of network 
architecture for the design and construction network architecture.

Model and analyse network 
architecture
ITSWAR513A  (Level 5)

To apply appropriate tools to model and analyse various views of the network 
architecture.

Perform lifecycle management of the 
network architecture
ITSWAR514A  (Level 5)

To ensure that the current and future needs of the organisation are met with 
the support of the adopted network architecture using the latest network 
technologies.

Establish guidelines for the adoption of 
application integration architecture
ITSWAR515A  (Level 5)

To establish a set of guidelines on the principles, standards, best practices and 
verification processes of the adopted application integration architecture.

Ensure operable application integration 
architecture is in place
ITSWAR516A  (Level 5)

To ensure that the application integration architecture is executable, 
manageable and auditable via setting up and implementing audit functions into 
the adopted application integration architecture.

Manage application integration 
architecture life cycle
ITSWAR517A  (Level 5)

To ensure the application integration architecture is properly managed and 
maintained.

Understand the key characteristics 
of various application software 
architecture models
ITSWAR518A  (Level 5)

To understand the key characteristics of various application software 
architecture models; understand the pros and cons of those models, and 
understand the background driving forces of those architecture models.

Develop application software 
architecture models
ITSWAR519A  (Level 5)

To develop the most appropriate application software architecture models for 
application software systems that satisfy the needs of all stakeholders.

Keep in-house practices in line with 
industry best practices
ITSWAR520A  (Level 5)

To ensure that software development methodologies, standards, practices and 
procedures are maintained throughout the development life cycle and in-line 
with the technology advancement and availability of such technologies in the 
ICT industry.

Understand the key characteristics of 
embedded software systems
ITSWAR521A  (Level 5)

To apply suitable principles professionally in designing embedded software 
systems.

Define, prioritise and document 
architecture vision and principles for 
an organisation
ITSWAR601A  (Level 6)

To rationally define, prioritise and document the architecture vision and 
principles for an organisation to support its business missions, and solicit 
management buy-in to implement the architecture vision and principles.

Advocate and explain the adopted 
architecture design methodology to 
stakeholders
ITSWAR602A  (Level 6)

To explain and recommend the adopted architecture design methodology, 
its underlying principles and expected benefits to the stakeholders in the 
organisation so as to obtain collective buy-in and support.

Establish processes to monitor the 
adopted architecture principles, design 
guidelines and resultant designs
ITSWAR603A  (Level 6)

To define and establish the necessary processes to monitor and confirm that 
the adopted architecture framework is fit for the purpose of the organisation; 
execute these monitoring and confirmation processes to ensure the adopted 
architecture framework is evolving to meet the changing environment of the 
organisation, and communicate with the relevant stakeholders to obtain their 
support of the confirmation and monitoring processes.

Establish processes to manage 
the implementation of the adopted 
architecture designs
ITSWAR604A  (Level 6)

To establish the processes to guide the implementation of the adopted 
architecture framework and designs, such processes include a governance 
structure with operating procedures and processes.
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UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Review the current baseline and 
develop a target business architecture 
for an organisation
ITSWAR605A  (Level 6)

To review, analyse and document the current baseline business architecture, 
and develop target business architecture with reference to the business 
principles, business goals and strategic drivers.

Capture, analyse and model various 
viewpoints of a business architecture
ITSWAR606A  (Level 6)

To correctly capture, model and analyse all stakeholders’ viewpoints of a 
business architecture so as to ensure stakeholders’ concerns have been 
properly addressed.

Review, design and re-engineer 
business processes to form a new 
business architecture
ITSWAR607A  (Level 6)

To identify, design, and re-engineer business processes of an organisation 
with new technologies to improve business performance; continuously monitor 
the business performance of using the existing technologies, and design 
and establish management structure and guidelines to continuously improve 
business performance with new technologies.

Define data management policies and 
architecture principles
ITSWAR608A  (Level 6)

To define data management policies and architecture principles for an 
organisation’s data assets for establishing the data architecture.

Build a data architecture registry
ITSWAR609A  (Level 6)

To apply and develop required tools and techniques to capture and model data 
assets into data architecture artefacts, and apply and develop required tools 
and techniques to build a registry of data architecture artefacts for performing 
lifecycle management of the artefacts.

Define and establish a data 
architecture
ITSWAR610A  (Level 6)

To evaluate, select and formulate the appropriate practices and methodologies 
to establish the data architecture, and apply the formulated practices and 
methodologies to establish the data architecture.

Construct a data architecture for an 
information system
ITSWAR611A  (Level 6)

To develop the required data architecture artefacts from data assets, and 
develop, publish, and maintain a registry of data architecture artefacts as the 
data architecture of the information system to be developed.

Check usability of a target data 
architecture
ITSWAR612A  (Level 6)

To develop mappings between existing data assets and the target data 
architecture, and perform gap analysis between existing data assets and the 
target data architecture to assure that the target data architecture can meet the 
business requirements.

Enforce compliance of the enterprise 
data standards
ITSWAR613A  (Level 6)

To derive the enterprise data standards from the data architecture; maintain the 
enterprise data standards, and enforce project teams to follow the enterprise 
data standards to implement systems.

Define, review and document a 
technology architecture baseline
ITSWAR614A  (Level 6)

To produce a baseline technology architecture model that is best suited 
to the particular problem domain and requirements from the higher level 
architecture (e.g. business, vision, data, application, integration, current 
system architecture), and ensure that the baseline technology architecture 
model summarises key findings and conclusions, and illustrates baseline 
configurations which can be further extended and elaborated into the target 
technology architecture.

Build, evaluate and review a target 
technology architecture reference 
model
ITSWAR615A  (Level 6)

To produce a target technology architecture reference model to meet the 
business goals and objectives as well as the requirements from other higher 
level architectures such as Architecture Vision and Business, Data, Application, 
as well as Integration Architectures.

Manage technology architecture life 
cycle
ITSWAR616A  (Level 6)

To perform life cycle management of the technology architecture for continuous 
improvement, and maintain the currency of the technology adopted.

Recommend application integration 
architecture models
ITSWAR617A  (Level 6)

To understand the current stage of application integration architecture model(s); 
define the future stage of application integration architecture model(s), and 
recommend most cost-effective application integration architecture model(s) 
for the software to be developed for an organisation or for solving the existing 
problems related to software architecture in an organisation.
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Develop application integration 
architecture resources
ITSWAR618A  (Level 6)

To select relevant application integration architecture resources based on 
the proposed application integration architecture, and develop application 
integration architecture resources to support the application integration 
architecture as well as to become part of the IT architecture of an organisation.

Recommend embedded software 
architecture models
ITSWAR619A  (Level 6)

To select and recommend the most appropriate embedded software 
architecture model(s) for the classes of embedded software to be developed 
in an organisation, and select and develop the necessary embedded software 
architecture resources (e.g. standards and tools) for the classes of embedded 
software to be developed in an organisation.

Determine technology mix for the 
design and development of embedded 
software systems
ITSWAR620A  (Level 6)

To select and recommend the most appropriate technology mix (combination) 
for the design and development of a given embedded software system based 
on the adopted embedded software architecture model.

Decompose embedded software 
system model into manageable layers
ITSWAR621A  (Level 6)

To use appropriate modelling tools in the design and development of embedded 
software systems, which is suitably partitioned into manageable layers. 

Maintain a common library of reusable 
embedded software components
ITSWAR622A  (Level 6)

To maintain and update a common library of reusable embedded software 
architecture building blocks as part of the ICT infrastructure of an organisation 
for reuse.

Exercise lifecycle management on 
the adopted embedded software 
architecture
ITSWAR623A  (Level 6)

To manage the adopted embedded software architecture in accordance with 
the defined lifecycle management policy.

Units of Competency (UoCs) in Information Security

UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Report significant changes in risks
ITSWIS401A  (Level 4)

To manage and report significant changes in risks to appropriate levels 
of management on a periodic and event-driven basis according to the 
organisation’s policies and guidelines and applicable laws.

Ensure information security procedures 
and guidelines support information 
security policies
ITSWIS402A  (Level 4)

To ensure the developed procedures and guidelines can support information 
security policies in accordance with the organisation’s information security 
strategy.

Maintain plans to implement 
information security governance 
framework
ITSWIS403A   (Level 4)

To implement the ISG framework for consistent results and accountability.

Support and implement information 
security practices and procedures
ITSWIS404A  (Level 4)

To implement the practices, procedures and guidelines to support the 
information security policies, and assist user departments to implement the 
information security policies.

Implement information security 
awareness programme
ITSWIS405A  (Level 4)

To implement an information awareness programme to sustain information 
security culture in an organisation.
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Conduct drills according to response 
and recovery plans
ITSWIS406A  (Level 4)

To conduct periodic testings of the response and recovery plans, where 
appropriate, so as to minimize the impacts of any real security incidents should 
they occur in the organisation, and conduct regular testings of the response 
and recovery plans according to the organisation’s policies, laws and regulatory 
requirements, where applicable.

Establish reporting and communication 
channels
ITSWIS502A  (Level 5)

To establish efficient management reporting and communication channels for 
ISG activities in the organisation.

Ensure risk management related 
activities are integrated into business 
life cycle processes
ITSWIS503A  (Level 5)

To ensure that risk management related activities (risk identification, analysis 
and mitigation activities) are integrated into the business life cycle processes 
and operations of an organisation, and ensure that those risk management 
related activities of an organisation are complied with its policies and guidelines, 
and any applicable (local and international) laws as well as regulatory 
requirements.

Define strategies and prioritize options 
to mitigate risk
ITSWIS504A  (Level 5)

To define and prioritize risk mitigation strategies so that the risks are mitigated 
to levels acceptable to the organisation.

Develop methods to satisfy information 
security policy requirements
ITSWIS505A  (Level 5)

To develop effective methods, acceptable to senior management, to satisfy 
information security policy requirements that recognise impact on end users.

Develop information security practices 
and procedures
ITSWIS506A  (Level 5)

To develop the practices, procedures and guidelines to support the information 
security policies.

Evaluate and assess the effectiveness 
of corporate information security 
practices
ITSWIS507A  (Level 5)

To establish processes to monitor, measure and report on the effectiveness 
of information security controls, and establish processes to assess the 
vulnerability in non-compliance with information security policies.

Ensure availability, integrity and 
confidentiality of information systems
ITSWIS508A  (Level 5)

To ensure the integrity and confidentiality of data together with the availability of 
information systems are not compromised throughout the change management 
process, and ascertain an organisation’s security policies are being complied 
with.

Develop information security 
awareness programme
ITSWIS509A  (Level 5)

To develop and implement an information awareness programme to sustain 
information security culture in an organisation.

Manage the execution of response and 
recovery plans
ITSWIS511A  (Level 5)

To execute the response and recovery plans by determining the occurrence of 
a tragic event; following the plans to rectify disruptions in business functions 
in a reasonably short time, and maintaining the alignment of plans into the 
organisation’s security programme.

Establish procedures for documenting 
security incident
ITSWIS512A  (Level 5)

To establish procedures for documenting a tragic event by determining the 
level of threats requiring documentation; developing steps and templates to 
document the tragic event, and designing the workflow of documentation so 
that the documents are controlled properly.

Enact information system security audit 
plan
ITSWIS513A  (Level 5)

To conduct information system security audit effectively and professionally. 

Prepare and deliver information system 
security audit report
ITSWIS514A  (Level 5)

To prepare and deliver the information system security audit report in 
compliance with information security governance and up-to-date industry 
standards.

Provide advice on computer forensics
ITSWIS515A  (Level 5)

To provide professional advice on legal matters related to computer forensics, 
including incident investigation and evidence collection.
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Manage computer forensics evidence
ITSWIS516A  (Level 5)

To manage computer forensics evidence properly and professionally.

Investigate an information security 
case
ITSWIS517A  (Level 5)

To formulate a set of guidelines to identify a security case, and develop a plan 
to investigate an ICT-security case.

Prepare and present forensics 
investigation report
ITSWIS518A  (Level 5)

To prepare and present forensics investigation report in court or to 
management.

Establish a business continuity 
planning strategy
ITSWIS519A  (Level 5)

To develop and obtain approval of a BCP strategy by: obtaining senior 
management support, and building business continuity model.

Prepare a full set of business continuity 
planning documentation
ITSWIS520A  (Level 5)

To prepare a full set of BCP documentation with proven recovery procedures 
and version control.

Conduct drill test on business continuity 
planning
ITSWIS521A  (Level 5)

To develop BCP drill strategy and conduct all types of drill test on regular basis.

Provide awareness training programme 
to staff dealing with business continuity 
planning
ITSWIS522A  (Level 5)

To develop and deliver a BCP training programme and ensure improved 
awareness after the campaign.

Maintain information security policies
ITSWIS523A  (Level 5)

To maintain information security policies that support business goals and 
objectives of an organisation within a reasonable timeframe, and ensure that 
the information security policies address each aspect of the strategy, control 
and regulation.

Promote accountability in managing 
information security risks
ITSWIS524A  (Level 5)

To clearly identify and appropriately penalize, if needed, the staff who do not 
assume their security roles and responsibility.

Minimize information security risks
ITSWIS525A  (Level 5)

To identify and optimize both internal and external resources to produce optimal 
information security management results.

Evaluate and follow up on the 
recommendations in the information 
system security audit report
ITSWIS526A  (Level 5)

To evaluate relevant information in the information system security audit report 
to conclude whether appropriate actions have been taken by management in a 
timely manner.

Establish information security policies
ITSWIS601A  (Level 6)

To establish security policies that support business goals and objectives of an 
organisation within a reasonable timeframe, and ensure that the information 
security policies address each aspect of strategy, control and regulation.

Develop a business case and perform 
an enterprise value analysis
ITSWIS603A  (Level 6)

To develop a business case and perform an enterprise value analysis, both of 
which are used to support information security programme investments of an 
organisation, for approval.

Develop a risk management process
ITSWIS604A  (Level 6)

To develop a systematic, analytical, and continuous risk management process 
for information security risk management so that the organisation can achieve 
its business objectives, and ensure that the risk management process can be 
implemented.

Identify and evaluate risks
ITSWIS605A  (Level 6)

To identify and manage risks that pose the gravest threat to the organisation, 
and evaluate the potential financial and service impacts that may arise from 
those identified risks.

Create plans to implement information 
security governance framework
ITSWIS606A  (Level 6)

To create and maintain plans to implement the ISG framework for consistent 
results and accountability.
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Integrate information security 
programme requirements into an 
enterprise’s life cycle activities
ITSWIS607A  (Level 6)

To integrate information security requirements into the enterprise’s life cycle 
activities and business processes.

Establish metrics to manage 
information security governance 
framework
ITSWIS609A  (Level 6)

To establish metrics in managing the information security governance 
framework in a scientific way according to the industry standards and best 
practices.

Develop, propose and promulgate 
an enterprise’s information security 
policies
ITSWIS611A  (Level 6)

To develop, propose and promulgate an enterprise’s information security 
policies adopted by the enterprise for the support of its business mission.

Establish corporate information security 
standards
ITSWIS612A  (Level 6)

To explain the enterprise information security policies to services provider 
or external parties; establish the information security practices, procedures 
and guidelines that support the enterprise’s information security policies, and 
establish the monitoring and reporting processes for non-compliance with the 
enterprise’s information security policies.

Devise processes for detecting, 
identifying and analysing security 
incident
ITSWIS613A  (Level 6)

To develop and implement organisational processes for detecting, identifying 
and analysing security related events, and ensure that the developed and 
implemented processes comply with the organisation’s policies and guidelines 
and any applicable local and international laws and regulatory requirements.

Develop response and recovery plans
ITSWIS614A  (Level 6)

To develop response and recovery plans for an organisation to minimize 
interruptions, caused by security incidents, of its normal business operations; 
develop response and recovery plans including organizing, training and 
equipping the teams, and ensure that the developed response and recovery 
plans comply with the organisation’s policies and guidelines as well as any 
applicable local and international laws and regulatory requirements.

Manage post-event reviews
ITSWIS615A  (Level 6)

to manage post-event reviews by creating incident report; consolidating and 
interpreting regular incident reports; identifying root causes of the events, and 
producing a list of corrective actions for rectification.

Facilitate cross functional teams for 
crisis management
ITSWIS616A  (Level 6)

To facilitate cross functional teams to perform to the best of their capabilities in 
handling any information security crisis event that may occur.

Prepare a crisis management plan and 
perform life cycle management of the 
plan
ITSWIS617A  (Level 6)

To develop and maintain a crisis management plan so that the organisation is 
always well-prepared for any crisis events that may occur.

Develop an information system security 
audit plan
ITSWIS618A  (Level 6)

To develop an information system audit plan based on appropriate adoption 
of professional standards in order to effectively fulfil the audit objectives as 
defined by the organisation and in compliance with applicable laws.

Plan and maintain business continuity 
solutions
ITSWIS620A  (Level 6)

To plan business continuity solutions according to the priority of threats that 
could affect the operations among critical business functions.

Develop information security strategy 
and obtain management buy-in
ITSWIS621A  (Level 6)

To develop information security strategy in support of the organisation’s 
business strategy and direction, and obtain senior management commitment 
and support of the information security throughout the organisation.
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Perform testing activities to facilitate 
different levels of testing
ITSWDM401A  (Level 4)

To develop appropriate software simulators, if necessary, for testing purposes; 
perform various levels of testing, and document all testing activities in test 
reports.

Report discrepancies between 
software and its related document
ITSWDM402A  (Level 4)

To report results of various levels of testing in proper format, and point out the 
discrepancies between the software and its related documents.

Debug a programme
ITSWDM403A  (Level 4)

To select appropriate debuggers to help debug programmes; use debugger to 
locate and fix the bug, and prepare report on debugging.

Perform software audit
ITSWDM404A  (Level 4)

To perform software audit; prepare software audit report, and recommend 
future improvements.

Verify and validate that the deployed 
/ migrated software and the existing 
software are functioning properly
ITSWDM405A  (Level 4)

To confirm that the deployed or migrated software delivers its expected 
outcomes, and confirm that the deployed or migrated software and the existing 
software are functioning properly.

Identify components that need to be 
managed in software decommissioning
ITSWDM406A  (Level 4)

To classify items into disposable or not disposable in a software 
decommissioning process.

Verify and validate that the remaining 
software are functioning properly
ITSWDM407A  (Level 4)

To conclude that the decommissioned software has been properly handled, and 
confirm that the remaining software and components are functioning properly 
to meet their original purposes.

Formulate, analyse, and develop 
requirements for the development of 
software products / services
ITSWDM501A  (Level 5)

To develop functional and non-functional user requirements, and prioritize 
functional requirements in a professional manner.

Verify and validate requirements for the 
development of the software products
ITSWDM502A  (Level 5)

To document functional and non-functional user requirements into SRS, and 
validate requirements against SRS.

Verify and validate the relevant design 
documentations of the software/system
ITSWDM503A  (Level 5)

To ensure that the different levels of the software design are consistent and 
meet all system functional and non-functional requirements.

Develop programme modules of 
the software based on its design 
documents
ITSWDM504A  (Level 5)

To devise system components based on design documents, and develop 
programme modules according to the organisation’s / international coding 
standards.

Manage and maintain the programme 
source
ITSWDM505A  (Level 5)

To manage programme source, and maintain programme source via proper 
version control mechanism.

Perform inspection for the programme 
code and software documents
ITSWDM506A  (Level 5)

To rigorously perform inspection of programme source and software documents 
according to the QA policies and procedures on the developed inspection 
checklist, and evaluate the correctness and quality of the programme source 
and software documents after inspection.

Develop test plans for various levels of 
testing
ITSWDM507A  (Level 5)

To design effective test plans for various levels of testing.
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Identify extra functional requirements 
of an existing software
ITSWDM508A  (Level 5)

To identify any extra functional requirements of an existing software to address 
the required changes, and revise any software documents related to the 
identified extra functional requirements.

Identify extra non-functional 
requirements of an existing software
ITSWDM509A  (Level 5)

to identify any extra non-functional requirements of an existing software to 
address the required changes, and revise any software documents related to 
the identified extra non-functional requirements.

Identify the Standard Operating 
Environment (SOE) and related issues 
for a software to be deployed/migrated
ITSWDM510A  (Level 5)

To identify the stakeholders for further communication, and specify a standard 
operating environment to aid cost reduction.

Monitor the decommissioning plan and 
processes
ITSWDM511A  (Level 5)

To execute the defined decommission plan in a way that the decommissioned 
software will no longer exist.

Propose an architecture design (AD) of 
the software/system
ITSWDM601A  (Level 6)

To formulate a software/system architecture design which can ensure that 
functional and non-functional requirements are met; describe the structure of 
the software/system architecture design, and highlight the part of architectural 
design involving business process re-engineering.

Propose a high level design (HLD) of 
the software
ITSWDM602A  (Level 6)

To formulate a high level software/system design which can ensure that 
functional and non-functional requirements are met; describe the composition 
of the software system, the functionality of each programme component as well 
as its dependency and interaction with other components, and highlight the part 
of the high level design involved in business process re-engineering.

Propose a detailed level design (DLD) 
of the software
ITSWDM603A  (Level 6)

To formulate a detailed level software/system design which can ensure that 
functional and non-functional requirements are met; describe the functionality 
of each programme components, its programme logic and information flow as 
well as its dependency and relation with other components, and highlight the 
part of design involved in business process re-engineering.

Develop and implement the change 
control policy
ITSWDM604A  (Level 6)

To define a set of change control policies, procedures and standards for system 
configuration management.

Develop and implement software 
configuration management plan
ITSWDM605A  (Level 6)

To produce a software configuration management plan documenting: the 
purposes and scope; a configuration management organisation and its 
authorities and responsibilities; the configuration management processes; 
the procedures and standards for the four major aspects of configuration 
management, and the criteria for change control baselines, reviews and audit.

Identify the requirements for software 
releases and control
ITSWDM606A  (Level 6)

To identify all stakeholders and all requirements, including software 
modules, hardware components, limitations, constraints, risk, technical and 
business requirements for software releases and control, and ensure that all 
requirements are agreed by the stakeholders.

Perform risk assessment on software 
releases and control
ITSWDM607A  (Level 6)

To execute all the activities planned for risk assessment on software releases 
and control; review the risk assessment results, and ensure that the risk 
assessment results are agreed by the concerned stakeholders.

Define software releases and control 
plan
ITSWDM608A  (Level 6)

To define a software releases and control plan that is tailored for the particular 
situation of the organisation, and ensure that the defined plan is agreed by the 
concerned stakeholders.

Execute and monitor the software 
releases and control plan
ITSWDM609A  (Level 6)

To properly execute and monitor the software releases and control plan; 
properly verify and validate the outcomes of the released software and existing 
software, and obtain agreement of stakeholders on the end results.

Perform risk assessment on software 
deployment and migration
ITSWDM610A  (Level 6)

To critically perform a risk assessment on a software deployment or migration 
exercise.
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Define a software deployment / 
migration plan
ITSWDM611A  (Level 6)

To devise a software deployment or migration plan and the related contingency 
plan for the deployment / migration exercise.

Monitor the deployment / migration 
process
ITSWDM612A  (Level 6)

To ensure that the deployment / migration processes are carried out according 
to defined plan.

Define software decommissioning 
policy and plan
ITSWDM613A  (Level 6)

To deliver a set of software decommissioning policy and plan to guide 
operational staff in a software decommissioning project.

Units of Competency (UoCs) in Operations and Support

UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Perform stock-take of IT assets
ITSWOS201A  (Level 2)

To perform regular stock-take of IT assets, and report and resolve all 
discrepancies between physical assets and the asset database.

Deliver Help Desk services
ITSWOS301A  (Level 3)

To stay calm and courteous in all communications with both users (in particular, 
those difficult customers) and supporting parties in their daily language; 
correctly comprehend and record the incident or service request in IT context 
for subsequent servicing by technical expertise, and effectively and properly 
deliver Help Desk services based on a set of processes, guidelines and 
procedures to handle service requests made by users.

Maintain the help desk knowledge 
database
ITSWOS302A  (Level 3)

To set up and maintain the Help Desk knowledge base, and improve the 
service level, quality and the productivity of the Help Desk Service function.

Maintain the problem management 
knowledge database
ITSWOS303A  (Level 3)

To keep the information in CMDB up to date, and enhance the outcome 
of operations and support activities via more effective delivery of problem 
management services.

Monitor and control the system 
operation services
ITSWOS304A  (Level 3)

To monitor and control the operating activities of the system operations; plan 
the short term operational activities of system operations functions to meet the 
service commitments and service level requirements with an established pool 
of resources and a set of process, tool and procedure; schedule and organise 
the ad hoc, new requests and changes in the operating activities, and tune the 
system operation functions with respect to resource deployment, process or 
tool.

Deliver the system operations services
ITSWOS305A  (Level 3)

to fulfil system operations function of an organisation by effectively 
communicating with the support teams in their daily language, comprehending 
problems and translating them into operations context for subsequent 
servicing; operating the system operations based on a set of operating manual 
and procedure; performing first level problem diagnosis on system operations, 
and learning from the operations activities and making suggestions for 
improvement.

Deliver field support services
ITSWOS306A  (Level 3)

To define support process to be done according to the operating environment 
on the field, and perform field service to aid and restore standard operating 
environment.

Recover failed hardware and software 
components
ITSWOS307A  (Level 3)

To recover hardware and software components including any peripheral device 
and storage equipment after failure into normal conditions.
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Apply technical changes and patches 
to the hardware and software 
components
ITSWOS308A  (Level 3)

To apply technical changes to the computing platform for the integrity of the ICT 
infrastructure in order to ensure effective operation and maintain security to the 
highest standard.

Deliver problem management services
ITSWOS403A  (Level 4)

To deliver resolution on cause of incidents based on the established 
Configuration Management Database.

Deliver change management services
ITSWOS405A  (Level 4)

To communicate and coordinate with the concerned parties in the change 
management process; comprehend, assess, filter and submit the RFC for 
approval; track, communicate and review the RFC implementation, and 
learn from the execution of the RFC processes and make suggestion for 
improvement.

Deliver availability management 
services
ITSWOS406A  (Level 4)

To identify and define the business availability requirements; measure and 
report the actual service level performance; track the achievement of the 
service level against the targeted service level, and collaborate the effort of 
other technical teams and support teams to maintain the availability plan.

Deliver release management services
ITSWOS407A  (Level 4)

To plan, deliver, test, and accept a release of hardware, software and 
associated documentation across a centralized and/or distributed environments; 
ensure the release request satisfies the business and IT service requirements; 
effectively communicate with end users about the impact of the release request 
in relation to their day-to-day work, and effectively communicate with technical 
people about the release request process as required by the organisation.

Deliver configuration management 
services
ITSWOS408A  (Level 4)

To maintain an up-to-date configuration database, and ensure information 
reliability and accuracy for configuration management.

Ensure continuous operations of the 
computing environment
ITSWOS410A  (Level 4)

To execute the disaster recovery plan.

Conduct tests and drills to support the 
Disaster Recovery Plan
ITSWOS411A  (Level 4)

To conduct initial tests of the disaster recovery Plan; conduct regular disaster 
recovery drills, and provide a report following each such test and advise 
corrective actions identified through such tests/drills.

Deliver database operations services
ITSWOS413A  (Level 4)

To provide database operational and administrative services with pre-defined 
procedures and automated systems to enable operations of the database 
environment as per service level agreement (SLA) requirements, and fulfil 
service requests of the database to the satisfaction of the requestors.

Maintain the security control 
documents
ITSWOS418A  (Level 4)

To prepare and maintain the security control documents.

Monitor and control the release 
management services
ITSWOS419A  (Level 4)

To plan, monitor, coordinate, track and control a release request; provide 
assistance in coordinating and communicating with the concerned parties in 
the release management process; verify and accept the release, and make 
suggestions for future improvement based on the lessons learnt from the 
execution of a release process.

Deliver service level management 
services
ITSWOS420A  (Level 4)

To create and maintain monitor definitions and rules based upon the 
requirements from SLA; monitor and conduct analysis of output and 
performance of managed systems according to prescribed standards, and 
provide trend analysis reports.

Manage the day-to-day operations of 
service delivery
ITSWOS421A  (Level 4)

To ensure day-to-day operations of service delivery in accordance with the 
SLA; liaise with other support functions, and communicate with customers and 
support parties to ensure improvement requests or initiatives are taken care of.
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Establish and maintain the system 
operations process
ITSWOS422A  (Level 4)

To define, design, establish and review System Operations functions; 
understand the role of IT and the implication of its operations efficiency and 
effectiveness on the major business processes of the serving organisation; 
upkeep or improve the medium and long term performance of System 
Operations function as defined in the service level agreement, and upkeep or 
improve the user satisfaction level.

Analyse and fix the hardware and 
software failure
ITSWOS423A  (Level 4)

To identify the root cause of field service call.

Deliver system support services
ITSWOS424A  (Level 4)

To operate, maintain, administer, diagnose and restore the systems in the 
system support services process for the organisation.

Monitor and control system support 
services
ITSWOS425A  (Level 4)

To plan, monitor, schedule, support and investigate the execution of system 
support services processes.

Monitor and control the higher severity 
service request
ITSWOS501A  (Level 5)

To upkeep the short term performance of Help Desk function to the service 
level agreement level with an established pool of resources and set of process, 
tool and procedure, and tune the Help Desk function with respect to resource 
deployment, process or tool.

Monitor and control problem 
management services
ITSWOS502A  (Level 5)

To communicate with Help Desk and support parties in their working language; 
facilitate the analysis and review with support parties based on a structured 
decision framework to derive the root cause and appropriate corrective actions; 
formulate appropriate analysis report; stay calm in the communications with 
both the users and the support parties, and learn from the problems and make 
suggestions for improvement.

Maintain a change schedule
ITSWOS503A  (Level 5)

To plan and schedule approved changes, and ensure the change schedule 
satisfies the business and IT service requirements.

Manage the day-to-day operation of a 
change management process
ITSWOS504A  (Level 5)

To design, implement, enforce, monitor, control and review the change 
management policy, guidelines and procedures; monitor, filter, control and 
communicate the RFC submission, approval, implementation and review 
process, and convene, chair and run the CAB.

Recommend availability improvement 
plans
ITSWOS505A  (Level 5)

To devise and maintain the availability plan, which can fulfil the various 
business availability requirements; collaborate the effort of other technical 
teams and support teams to maintain the availability plan, and communicate 
effectively with the business users and customers about the availability plan 
and the corresponding improvement proposals.

Monitor and control of service level 
fulfilment
ITSWOS506A  (Level 5)

To devise proper controls to ensure fulfilment by all support parties to achieve 
service level requirement; ensure that the work done by each team is within 
the bounds of the controls and that the overall service delivery is in accordance 
with the required service levels.

Deliver performance and capacity 
management service
ITSWOS508A  (Level 5)

To review, plan, monitor, analyse and tune a performance and capacity request; 
ensure the performance and capacity request meets the defined service 
level as agreed with users, and effectively communicate with end users and 
technical people about the impact of the performance and capacity request in 
relation to their day-to-day work and as required by the organisation.

Prepare capacity upgrade plan
ITSWOS509A  (Level 5)

To anticipate and plan for unexpected capacity growth; make recommendations 
on required capacity; develop a capacity plan in line with business planning 
and budgeting, and publish, update and distribute the capacity plan within the 
organisation at pre-defined intervals.
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Monitor and control the performance 
and capacity management services
ITSWOS510A  (Level 5)

To monitor, coordinate, track and control a performance and capacity 
request; analyse and tune the request; provide goals and objectives, roles 
and responsibilities of a capacity plan and the performance and capacity 
management process, and make suggestion for future improvements based on 
the lessons learnt from the recommendations made in the previous plan.

Monitor and control configuration 
management services
ITSWOS511A  (Level 5)

To fulfil configuration management service requests of an organisation by 
monitoring and controlling the service requests to appropriate parties, and 
filtering and communicating the service requests to appropriate parties.

Monitor and control of the 
implementation of Disaster Recovery 
Plan
ITSWOS512A  (Level 5)

To review periodically the disaster recovery plan to ensure it meets service 
level agreements.

Manage the service relationship with 
customers and suppliers
ITSWOS514A  (Level 5)

To gather business requirements, create and sign service level agreement 
(SLA); ensure the support infrastructure is able to deliver the service according 
to the SLA, and regularly review with the customers and the support parties on 
the service performance and the achieved SLA.

Monitor and control the database 
operations services
ITSWOS517A  (Level 5)

To carry out the non-routine activities in the operation and administration of 
databases in an organisation in the most effective and efficient manner while 
satisfying the service level agreement and with proper approval.

Deliver security services for operations
ITSWOS521A  (Level 5)

To plan, implement, operate and administer security services for infrastructure 
environment.

Define operational security protection 
processes
ITSWOS522A  (Level 5)

To define process to protect the infrastructure from security threats, and 
monitor, investigate and perform corrective actions in accordance with security 
control policy.

Establish and maintain the help desk 
process
ITSWOS523A (Level 5)

To define, design, establish and review Help Desk functions; upkeep or improve 
the medium and long term performance of Help Desk functions as defined in 
the service level agreement, and upkeep or improve the user satisfaction level.

Establish and maintain the problem 
management process
ITSWOS524A  (Level 5)

To comprehend plans in the IT organisation and be able to position accordingly 
in the Problem Management process; understand the role of IT and its outage 
implication in the major business processes of the serving organisation; upkeep 
or improve the medium and long term performance of Problem Management 
process to the service level requirement level, and upkeep or improve the 
system availability and problem resolution rate.

Establish and maintain the change 
management process
ITSWOS525A  (Level 5)

To establish change management processes for servicing change requests in 
an organisation; upkeep or improve the medium and long term performance 
of change management process to the service level requirement level, and 
upkeep or improve system availability and change success rate.

Establish and maintain the availability 
management process
ITSWOS526A  (Level 5)

To devise and maintain the availability plan, which can fulfil the various 
business availability requirements; understand and articulate the common 
IT infrastructure topologies, and identify and evaluate possible improvement 
actions and recommend an optimum set of actions to close any gaps between 
actual and target service levels.

Establish and maintain the release 
management process
ITSWOS527A  (Level 5)

To establish release management policies, procedures and processes for 
servicing release requests related to both hardware and software in an 
organisation, and review, evaluate and improve the release management 
policies, procedures and processes based on the lessons learnt during the 
execution of the release management process.
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Manage the exceptional system 
operations services
ITSWOS528A  (Level 5)

To comprehend plans in the IT organisation and able to position accordingly 
in the system operations function; understand the role of IT and its outage 
implication in the major business processes of the serving organisation; upkeep 
or improve the medium and long term performance of system operations 
function to the level required in the service level agreement, and upkeep or 
improve the user satisfaction level.

Establish and maintain system support 
services process
ITSWOS529A  (Level 5)

To establish effective and efficient system support services process to satisfy 
the evolving demands of the business in a timely manner; review, evaluate 
and improve the system support services process based on recommendations 
made during previous executions of the process, and include enough resources 
with appropriate skills in the provision of system support services.

Conduct operation security risk 
assessment and audit
ITSWOS530A  (Level 5)

To perform regular security risk assessment and internal security audit, 
and implement the recommendations based on the results of security risk 
assessment and audit.

Manage the highest severity incident 
request
ITSWOS601A  (Level 6)

To communicate and jointly devise mitigation and remedial actions with the 
business unit and IT managers during a major incident, and upkeep or improve 
the medium and long term performance of incident management process to the 
level agreed in the service level agreement.

Manage exceptional problems
ITSWOS603A  (Level 6)

To understand the role of IT and its outage implication in the major business 
processes of the serving organisation; express good knowledgeably about 
IT infrastructure, system function and the inter-relationship of the IT systems; 
lead and facilitate the support parties to identify the chronic, repetitive, high 
impact or cross platform problems, and propose change to the IT infrastructure, 
systems or process to improve availability or minimize the problem impact.

Manage the emergency change 
request
ITSWOS605A  (Level 6)

To properly handle the emergency change request; effectively communicate 
with stakeholders to gain their support for performing the emergency change 
request, and effectively monitor and critically review the implementation of the 
approved emergency change request for future improvements.

Establish and maintain the performance 
and capacity management processes
ITSWOS609A  (Level 6)

To establish performance and capacity management goals, objectives, 
process and capacity plan to ensure that the capacity of the IT infrastructure 
matches the evolving demands of the business in the most cost-effective 
and timely manner, and review, evaluate and improve the performance and 
capacity management goals, objectives, process and capacity plan based on 
the recommendations made in the previous plan during the execution of the 
performance and capacity management process.

Establish and maintain configuration 
management process
ITSWOS610A  (Level 6)

To define, design, establish and develop processes for configuration 
management services.

Perform disaster impact assessment 
and mitigation
ITSWOS611A  (Level 6)

To assess disaster impacts to business, and define processes and procedures 
to mitigate such risks.

Establish and maintain the service 
level management process
ITSWOS612A  (Level 6)

To develop, implement and improve the delivery and support processes, 
working methods and tools; communicate with customers and support parties 
to ensure improvement requests or initiatives are taken care of, and liaise with 
other support functions.

Manage exceptional database 
operations process
ITSWOS615A  (Level 6)

To perform the recovery actions in the operation, administration and support 
services of databases in an organisation in the most effective and efficient 
manner, while satisfying the service level agreement and with proper 
endorsement from stakeholders.
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Establish and maintain database 
operations process
ITSWOS616A  (Level 6)

To design and manage the database operations, administration and support 
functions to achieve a high level of performance standards.

Manage the complex system support 
services
ITSWOS617A  (Level 6)

To perform and give consultancy advice on the highest level support for the 
complex, heterogeneous products and solutions that enhance productivity in 
system support services.

Conduct security investigation
ITSWOS619A  (Level 6)

To investigate security incidents to identify any security loopholes/breaches, 
and make recommendations for improvement.

Units of Competency (UoCs) in Quality Assurance

UoC Title / Code (Level) Summary of competency standard

Perform quality assurance (QA) 
activities on a software product
ITSWQA401A  (Level 4)

To perform various QA activities, and perform Quality Monitoring and Feedback 
on a software product as defined in its QA plan so as to assure the quality of 
the product.

Evaluate the quality of a software 
product
ITSWQA402A  (Level 4)

To evaluate of the quality of a software product objectively, and provide 
adequate recommendations throughout the product development life cycle to 
drive quality process improvement based on the defined software QA plan.

Implement quality assurance (QA) 
policies and procedures
ITSWQA501A  (Level 5)

To execute the QA strategies and plans effectively, and review and improve 
the QA strategies and plan continuously in accordance with changes in 
industry best practices and standards as well as changes in the competitive 
environments.

Assist in quality assurance (QA) 
certification and international standards 
adoption
ITSWQA502A  (Level 5)

To obtain QA certification for an organisation, and maintain QA standards of an 
organisation so as to increase the competitiveness of the organisation.

Plan and execute organisational level 
quality initiatives
ITSWQA503A  (Level 5)

To plan and execute organisational quality initiatives (e.g. establishing and 
maintaining an organisational knowledge database for QA, and training) for an 
organisation to help improve its QA standards.

Plan and conduct training for quality 
assurance (QA) activities
ITSWQA504A  (Level 5)

To plan and conduct QA training for an organisation so as to assure the quality 
of its software products.

Prepare quality assurance (QA) 
requirements of a software product
ITSWQA505A  (Level 5)

To prepare the quality assurance requirements of a software product of an 
organisation to assure the quality of the product.

Plan quality assurance (QA) activities 
for a software product
ITSWQA506A  (Level 5)

To develop a QA plan for a software product to assure its quality, and obtain 
consensus on the QA plan from project manager and stakeholders.

Establish a quality assurance (QA) 
entity
ITSWQA601A  (Level 6)

To establish a QA entity for an organisation to manage all its QA activities 
related to the production of its software product.

Formulate quality assurance (QA) 
policies and procedures
ITSWQA602A  (Level 6)

To formulate and state clearly quality assurance policies and procedures of an 
organisation to govern all its QA activities at organisational level.
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Manage operation based on existing 
environment and routines
ITSWGS401A  (Level 4)

To coordinate the operation resources and manage the execution of the 
operation routines for an organisation in fulfilment of the organisation’s 
business purposes and strategies within time and budget.

Communicate (oral and written) 
information with team members and 
clients
ITSWGS402A  (Level 4)

To understand the needs of the audience, and communicate business and 
technical information related to software products and software services to 
team members and clients effectively.

Listen to clients and team members 
effectively
ITSWGS403A  (Level 4)

To demonstrate active listening skills; understand the speakers effectively, and 
capable in listening to clients and team members , capturing relevant business 
information related to software products and software services

Present effectively to team members 
and clients
ITSWGS404A
(Level 4)

To deliver a presentation on information related to general business and 
technical information effectively to team members and clients, in which the 
intended messages is clearly conveyed.

Develop policies and guidelines for 
the appraisal of the enactment of 
professionalism
ITSWGS501A  (Level 5)

To prepare clear and effective policies and guidelines (Appraisal, Personal 
Improvement and Remedial Policies) for the appraisal mechanism for the 
management of the enactment of ethics and professionalism; provide clear 
and effective Appraisal, Personal Improvement and Remedial Policies to the 
members of organisation for them to adhere to and obtain benefits from, and 
communicate the Appraisal, Personal Improvement and Remedial Policies 
with all staff of the organisation so as to strengthen the relationship between 
managers and employees.

Define and establish an appraisal 
mechanism for the enactment of 
professionalism
ITSWGS502A  (Level 5)

To set up an effective appraisal mechanism efficiently for the enactment of 
professionalism in an organisation; keep the appraisal scheme simple and 
straightforward, and train the appraisers.

Monitor the defined appraisal 
mechanism for the enactment of 
professionalism
ITSWGS503A  (Level 5)

To make sure that the appraisal system is carried out consistently and 
effectively; ensure that both related parties are kept informed of the assessment 
results, and keep all documents properly stored.

Review and improve the existing 
appraisal mechanism of the enactment 
of professionalism
ITSWGS504A  (Level 5)

To evaluate that the appraisal system is effective; make adjustments in 
the appraisal system from past experience, and justify training in appraisal 
assessment for the staff.

Protect intellectual property rights and 
data privacy, and observe relevant laws
ITSWGS505A  (Level 5)

To protect intellectual property such that no copyright infringement activities 
are carried out in the organisation, and protect the data privacy such that there 
is no leakage of company as well as personal data in all information systems 
managed by the organisations.

Collect and digest ICT development 
and application information
ITSWGS506A  (Level 5)

To collect and digest ICT development and application information to cope with 
new skills (both technical and soft) and technologies required for particular 
tasks in the industry.

Acquire new knowledge and skills
ITSWGS507A  (Level 5)

To acquire and update new knowledge and skills to enhance professional 
development and organisation opportunities and competitiveness.

Identify business opportunities
ITSWGS508A  (Level 5)

To identify business opportunities related to the application of IT to satisfy 
business needs, and identify business opportunities in alignment with strategic 
objectives of an organisation.
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Review and adjust business strategies 
and policies
ITSWGS524A  (Level 5)

To review the effectiveness of the existing business strategies and policies of 
an organisation and adjust the business strategies and policies for sustainable 
development and in alignment with the organisation’s approved vision and 
mission statements.

Develop sales and marketing strategies 
and establish the marketing teams
ITSWGS510A  (Level 5)

To develop sales and marketing strategies, and establish marketing teams 
to execute marketing and sales plans in line with the organisation’s vision, 
mission and strategy.

Manage product/services brand
ITSWGS511A  (Level 5)

To manage product / service branding with effective marketing strategy, plan 
and execution.

Communicate (oral and written) 
technical information
ITSWGS512A  (Level 5)

To understand the needs of the audience, and communicate technical 
information to non-technical audience effectively.

Listen to all stakeholders effectively
ITSWGS513A  (Level 5)

To demonstrate active listening skills; understand the speakers effectively, 
and be capable in listening to all stakeholders, capturing relevant information 
related to software development, maintenance, and service provision

Present effectively
ITSWGS514A  (Level 5)

To deliver a persuasive presentation on information related to software 
development, maintenance, and service provision in which the presenter would 
induce the audience to act in response to the introduced arguments.

Team building
ITSWGS515A  (Level 5)

To build a collaborative team capable of working effectively on management 
tasks or tasks related to software development, maintenance, and service 
provision.

Interpersonal and people networking 
skills
ITSWGS516A  (Level 5)

To exercise effective interpersonal and people networking skills to achieve 
positive team relationships.

Negotiate with all stakeholders 
effectively
ITSWGS517A  (Level 5)

To identify and focus on facts in the negotiation process, and reach a resolution 
related to software development, maintenance, and service provision skilfully 
and effectively.

Manage contract
ITSWGS518A  (Level 5)

To provide general supports in managing contracts, and adhere to code of 
ethics and practice standards to enhance professionalism.

Manage procurement
ITSWGS519A  (Level 5)

To provide general supports in managing procurement; increase economic 
value in the procurement process, and explore new ways, if any, in 
procurement.

Utilize the given IT and related 
resources
ITSWGS520A  (Level 5)

To assign IT and related resources effectively; supply IT and related resources 
to cope with IT strategic plan, and proactively monitor and review the uses of IT 
and related resources so as to prevent any misuses and abuses of IT related 
resources.

Recruit, retain and develop IT staff
ITSWGS521A  (Level 5)

To recruit, develop and retain IT staff for the sustainability of the organisation, 
and maintain the best mix of skill sets in the organisation in order to achieve 
the most effective and efficient operations.

Manage staff performance and 
appraisal
ITSWGS522A  (Level 5)

To understand staff development initiatives, and manage staff performance and 
appraisals.

Acquire and protect the copyrights and 
IP rights related to IT
ITSWGS523A  (Level 5)

To ensure that the organisation will not infringe on copyrights and IP rights in 
the usage of IT, and properly manage and enforce the copyrights and IP rights 
related to IT owned by the organisation.

Adopt and adapt international 
standards as appropriate
ITSWGS601A  (Level 6)

To adopt and adapt international standards for the organisation to meet 
its business goals and objectives, and set international standards where 
appropriate.
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Comply with organisational policies 
and procedures, relevant laws and 
regulatory requirements
ITSWGS602A  (Level 6)

To observe organisational policies and legal requirements, and obtain prior 
approval for system access and resources according to aforementioned 
policies and requirements. 

Seek and provide professional peer 
review
ITSWGS603A  (Level 6)

To seek and provide peer review, and deliver evaluations in a professional 
manner.

Lead and motivate a team
ITSWGS604A  (Level 6)

To demonstrate effective leadership in a team situation; motivate the team 
towards achieving certain goals, and lead a team to execute business 
strategies and plans in order to achieve excellent results that are aligned with 
organisational objectives.

Apply analytical methods and 
techniques in problem solving
ITSWGS605A  (Level 6)

To manage and control the problem solving process in the organisation 
via proper use of analytical methods and techniques in order to achieve its 
business goals and objectives.

Delegate responsibilities
ITSWGS606A  (Level 6)

To delegate responsibilities to suitable staff; develop staff potentials via proper 
job / task allocations, and exploit staff’s full potentials via proper job / task 
allocations in order to achieve business goals or accomplishing software 
development projects.

Forecast and monitor business 
performance
ITSWGS607A  (Level 6)

To forecast and monitor the business performance of an organisation in 
accordance with the corporate governance and compliance policies.

Identify opportunities to increase, 
strengthen, and enhance competitive 
advantage
ITSWGS608A  (Level 6)

To identify opportunities to increase, strengthen, and enhance the competitive 
advantage of the organisation via deployment of ICT applications.

Identify and assess the risk factors 
related to IT
ITSWGS609A  (Level 6)

To prepare a risk assessment report that reflects the risk factors related to IT 
for an organisation, and obtain endorsement of the report by relevant senior 
management.

Develop risk mitigation strategies and 
plans related to IT
ITSWGS610A  (Level 6)

To develop a set of risk mitigation strategies and plans related to IT for an 
organisation which adequately mitigate the risks faced by the organisation, and 
are endorsed by relevant senior management and users of the organisation.

Review risk factors related to IT, and 
execute and monitor risk mitigation 
plans
ITSWGS611A  (Level 6)

To review and revise a pre-approved risk assessment report that adequately 
reflects the risk factors related to IT faced by the organisation for proper 
endorsement by the stakeholders; properly execute and monitor the risk 
mitigation plans, and ensure that the results of risk mitigation activities are 
endorsed by stakeholders.

Manage changes
ITSWGS613A  (Level 6)

To cope with changes positively, and grasp opportunities resulting from 
changes for improvement.

Allocate and prioritize IT and related 
resources
ITSWGS614A  (Level 6)

To get the full picture of IT resources and their volume usually under incomplete 
as well as inconsistent information for resources allocation and prioritization, 
and distribute the resources properly to each individual action plan for 
maximizing the return of investment under incomplete as well as inconsistent 
information.

Develop and maintain succession 
plans for human resources related to IT
ITSWGS615A  (Level 6)

To develop IT staff succession plan, and manage IT staff succession plan for 
the sustainability of the organisation for the sustainability and development 
of the organisation to meet future needs of ICT industry related to software 
products and software services.

Establish a business case for an IT 
investment
ITSWGS617A  (Level 6)

To establish a business case for the software/system development, and 
develop assessment criteria and their baselines.
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Manage and maintain the portfolio and 
relationship with business partners
ITSWGS618A  (Level 6)

To manage and maintain the portfolio and relationship with business partners 
for an organisation so as to achieve the organisation’s business goals and 
objectives while upholding mutual interests and establishing mutual respect 
and trust.

Understand Systems Development 
Life Cycle (SDLC) and software 
development process
ITSWGS619A  (Level 6)

To demonstrate that software development in the organisation is well managed 
and under control through the use of SDLC and appropriate software 
development process so as to help the organisation to achieve its business 
goals and objectives.

Understand IT operations and IT 
processing
ITSWGS620A  (Level 6)

To demonstrate that IT operations and IT processing are well managed 
and under control in the organisation so as to meet its business goals and 
objectives.

Understand IT project management
ITSWGS621A  (Level 6)

To demonstrate that IT projects are well managed in the organisation to meet 
its business goals and objectives.

Understand organisational and project 
quality assurance
ITSWGS622A  (Level 6)

To demonstrate that organisational and project level quality assurance is well 
managed in the organisation to meet its business goals and objectives.

Adopt and adapt international 
standards concerning information 
security as appropriate
ITSWGS623A  (Level 6)

To demonstrate that information security is well managed and complies with 
applicable international standards and laws in the organisation so as to meet 
the organisation’s business goals and objectives

Comply with relevant laws and 
regulatory requirements
ITSWGS624A  (Level 6)

To demonstrate that relevant laws and regulatory requirements are properly 
taken into consideration in the course of providing IT consultancy to an 
organisation so as to meet the organisation’s business goals and objectives.

Capture market and competitor 
intelligence
ITSWGS625A  (Level 6)

To develop effective business strategy based on the captured market and 
competitor intelligence for the sustainability of the organisation.

Lead and motivate a team to attain 
extraordinary goals and accomplish 
incredible task
ITSWGS701A  (Level 6)

To motivate all team members to exercise their highest capabilities and 
capacities in achieving challenging objectives, and lead a team to achieve 
extraordinary goals and accomplish incredible task for an organisation.
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Major Functional Areas  Quality Assurance
質素保證

Design,   

Operations and Support
營運與支援

Generic Skills
通用技能

and Software  

and   

軟件產品及軟件   

軟件產品及軟件  

設計、開  

Strategic   
策略   
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  Software Services branch in the ICT Industry

Project Management
項目管理

  of Software Products 
Architecture
軟件架構

Information Security
資訊保安

 Development 

  Services Branch

 Maintenance

  服務門類職能範疇圖

  服務門類職能範疇

  發與維修

 Management
 管理

End of Software Products and Software Services branch


